Professional Presentations by Faculty

2009-2010

24th Annual California State University Student Research Competition
April 30-May 1, 2010 in San Jose, CA
Filipek, Kori – Presentation “Exploratory Skeletal Analyses in the Mycenaean Lower Town”

Southwestern Anthropological Association (SWAA) 81st Annual Conference
April 30-May 3, 2010 in Las Vegas, NV
Holmes, Karen – Paper “The Environment, Tourism, and Narrative: Using the Sacred as an Educational Tool in Yosemite National Park” presented in the session “Place, Belonging, and the Conceptualization of Home”

Society for American Archaeology (SAA) 75th Annual Meeting
April 14-18, 2010 in St. Louis, Missouri
Lipo, Carl, Jelmer Eerkens and Sachiko Sakai – Poster “Ceramic technology diffusion among prehistoric mobile populations of the California deserts” presented in the session “Archaeological Science 2010: Part II”
Neff, Hector – Symposium presentation “Framing Hypotheses that Can Be Falsified: The Role of Physical Science Techniques” presented in the session” “Constructing and Assessing Explanations and Interpretations”. Discussant in the forum “Quiet Crisis in American Archaeology”
Hunt, Tim and Carl Lipo – Symposium presentation “Technological and Formal Analyses of Stone Plummets from Poverty Point, Louisiana” presented in the session “Current Research on the Poverty Point Culture”
Hill, Mark, Diana Greenlee and Hector Neff – Symposium presentation “Sourcing Poverty Point Copper: Testing the Lake Superior Hypothesis using LA-ICPMS Analysis” presented in the session “Current Research on the Poverty Point Culture”
Sakai, Sachiko– Symposium presentation “Change in Production and Distribution Pattern of Olivinetempered Ceramics in the Arizona Strip and Adjacent Areas in the American Southwest” presented in the session “Archaeology of the Arizona Strip” which Sakai also organized.

Society for Applied Anthropology (SfAA) 70th Annual Meeting
March 24-27, 2010: in Mérida, México


Howell, Jayne – Roundtable participant in the session "Limits of Indigenous Participation in Latin American Tourism Development"

LeMaster, Barbara – Panelists in “PhDs Study the World but MAs Run It: Masters-Only Training in Applied Anthropology


Thiele, Candace – Poster “This Could Happen to Anyone”: Women’s Perspectives on Homelessness"

American Anthropological Association (AAA) 108th Annual Meeting

December 1-6, 2009 in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Emerine, Rachel – Paper “Critical Agents” of Language Change Among Nagu Speakers in the Solomon Islands” presented in the session “Global Elements of Language Change"


LeMaster, Barbara – Paper “Global Considerations of Deaf-Hearing Contact Communities” in the session “Global Elements of Language Change”

Moges, Rezenet – Paper “Demissionization: Progressive or Ineffectual” presented in the session “Global Elements of Language Change”

Rousso-Schindler, Steven – Paper “Prognosticating Future Demographic Trends in Israel: Predicting the Future Now to Avoid that Future Later” presented in the session “Rhetorics of Prognostication”